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Abstract—This paper presents a relatively simple technique
to reduce winding losses due to fringing fields in high-frequency
inductors. In high-frequency power electronics, ac inductor wind-
ing losses are affected by skin and proximity effects, including un-
even current distribution due to fringing magnetic fields around
airgaps. It is well known how fringing effects can be mitigated
using distributed airgaps, at the expense of non-standard core or
winding geometry. The orthogonal-airgap approach proposed in
this paper combines airgaps in core segments parallel with the
windings with airgaps in segments perpendicular to the windings.
The approach is developed using a 1D analytical framework and
validated by 2D finite-element simulations. Analytical guidelines
are presented to optimize the airgaps to achieve minimum ac
resistance. As a case study, a planar inductor is designed for an
8 kW SiC-based buck converter operating at 250 kHz. It is shown
how the orthogonal airgaps result in more than 45% reduction in
ac resistance and substantially reduced inductor losses compared
to the design using standard airgaps. The results are verified by
loss measurements on an experimental converter prototype.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ac losses, including core losses as well as winding losses
due to skin and proximity effects, limit the performance
of inductors in high-frequency power electronics [1]–[4]. In
addition, magnetic structures with airgaps lead to higher ac
resistance and higher ac winding losses because of uneven
current distribution due to fringing magnetic fields around
the airgaps [5]–[7]. Many prior works have been focused on
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Figure 1: Planar inductor structure with orthogonal airgaps, including standard
perpendicular airgaps p, and parallel airgaps h.

mitigating the fringing effects by distributing the airgaps along
the magnetic path, predominantly in segments of the core
parallel with the windings [5]–[9]. In general, these approaches
rely on numerical finite-element based design optimization
and often require nonstandard core or winding arrangements,
which may complicate manufacturing.

This paper describes a relatively simple approach based on
orthogonally placed airgaps, comprising standard airgaps in
core segments perpendicular to the windings, and airgaps in
core segments parallel with the windings, as illustrated by the
planar inductor structure of Fig. 1. A scalar potential-based
1D analytical approach described in [10] is used to develop
an intuitive analytical understanding of how the orthogonal
airgaps result in a more uniform current distribution and a
substantial reduction in ac resistance. Furthermore, the analyt-
ical approach allows for relatively simple design optimization.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II derives the
scalar potential based expressions for fringing fields in the
geometry shown in Fig. 1. A planar inductor case study,
including analytical results and 2D simulation validations, is978-1-7281-1842-0/19/$31.00 c©2019 IEEE
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Figure 2: Effective fringing H fields in a planar EI inductor structure with (a) conventional (perpendicular) airgaps p, (b) parallel airgaps h, and (c) orthogonal
airgaps p and h.

provided in Section III. Additional effects of H-fields due to
winding currents, and optimization of gap lengths are also
addressed in this section. As a comparison example, planar
inductors are designed with conventional and with orthogonal
airgaps for an 8 kW SiC-based buck converter operating at
250 kHz. Experimental results presented in Section IV confirm
more than 45% reduction in ac winding losses compared to the
design with standard airgaps. Section V concludes the paper.

II. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 shows three planar inductor structures using EI
core segments: (a) a conventional structure with standard
perpendicular airgaps p1, p2, (b) a structure with parallel
(horizontal) airgaps h1 [2], [5], and (c) a structure with
orthogonal airgaps. The three cases are compared in terms of
the H-field distribution, current distribution, and ac resistance.
It is assumed that planar windings are identical, and that
airgaps are selected to obtain the same inductance in all cases.

Current density in the top winding layer depends only
on the H-field component perpendicular to the conductor,
denoted as Hp1,y, Hp2,y and Hh1,y in Fig. 2, which illustrates
the intuition behind advantages and disadvantages of the
alternative gap arrangements. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the
effective fringing fields originated from the perpendicular
gaps p1, p2 and the parallel gap h1 can be decomposed in
the x and y directions following the scalar potential-based
1D method developed in [10]. One may note that Hh1,y (y
component of the fringing field produced by gap h1) acts
against the dominant H field component at both conductor
edges, which reduces the effect of current crowding. This
field cancellation is in contrast to the case of standard airgaps
shown in Fig. 2(a), where the large components of the H
field result in current crowding at the conductor edges.

Moving the gap to the core segment parallel to the windings,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), helps mitigate the problem of current
crowding at the edges, as discussed in [5]. Compared to
Fig. 2(b), the orthogonal airgap approach of Fig. 2(c) offers
further improvements in two ways: first, the airgaps are shorter,
which reduces magnitude of the fringing fields, and second, the
field cancellation further improves uniformity. At the expense
of increased complexity, the approach of Fig. 2(b) can be
further improved by distributing additional airgaps along the

parallel segments of the core [5], [11]. In all cases, however,
the orthogonal airgap approach, which amounts to simple ad-
dition of conventionally placed airgaps using a spacer between
core segments, offers further improvements without the need
to increase the number of core segments or complexity of
the assembly compared to the quasidistributed gap technique
described in [5].

Referring to Fig. 1, key geometrical parameters are the gap
lengths 2g1 and 2g2, position ∆g, distance yw from the top
surface of the top winding layer to the parallel core segment,
distance tcore of the windings from the core, winding thickness
tcu, spacing tb between the layers, and winding width tw =
l − 2tcore. The core parameters are l, Wc and W .

The field components of interest at the face of the top
winding layer (yw below the I segment of the core) are [10]:

Hg1 = Hg2 =
0.9NI
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(1)

where
tcore ≤ x ≤ l − tcore (2)

From the analytical expressions in (1), the two-fold advantages
of the orthogonal airgaps can be analyzed. First, to get the
same inductance, the additional gaps are shorter, which results
in reduced fringing fields, as is the case in all distributed-gap
techniques. More importantly, since Hh1,y opposes Hp1,y and
Hp2,y at the two conductor edges, respectively, a more uniform
distribution of the H field is obtained, resulting in more
uniform current distribution and thereby reduced ac resistance.
To illustrate this point further, the y-direction fringing H-fields
due to the airgap in the three different arrangements shown in
Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 3. The resultant fringing field is most
uniform across the face of the conductor in the orthogonal
airgap case of Fig. 2(c), which results in the lowest inductor
ac resistance.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the fringing H-field component perpendicular to the
winding for the three airgap arrangements shown in Fig. 2.

III. CASE STUDY: HIGH-FREQUENCY PLANAR INDUCTOR

To illustrate and validate the orthogonal gap approach of
Section II, inductor designs are considered in this section
based on the planar magnetics with three different airgap
arrangements shown in Fig. 2. As a case study, an 8µH planar
inductor is designed using the EILP 64 core set including
ELP 64/10/50 E-shaped segment and I 64/5/50 I-shaped seg-
ment, with 4 turns on a 4-layer PCB having 4 oz copper
thickness. The inductor parameters are as follows:

N = 4;

tcu = 0.14 mm; tcore = 1 mm; tb = 0.25 mm;

W = 5.1 mm; Wc = 10.2 mm; l = 21.7 mm
(3)

Three inductor designs are considered based on the three
airgap arrangements shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding
magnetic circuit models are shown in Fig. 4. In all cases,
the gaps are such that the inductance has the same value
(8µH), which uniquely determines the gap lengths g1 and g2

in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), respectively. In the orthogonal airgap
case, selection of the gap lengths g1 and g2, and the position
∆g, can be considered a constrained optimization problem,
which is addressed in the Section III-B.

A. H-fields due to winding currents

The H-field contributions due to fringing are described
by (1). To complete the analytical model, it is necessary to
consider the H-field effects due to the winding currents. One
approach to addressing this issue in an approximate analytical
manner consists of mirroring the windings across the core
surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5. Currents in the mirrored windings
are responsible for creating additional H-fields, which add up
to the fringing H-fields.

At any point in space the y component of the H-field created
by winding currents, assuming that current I is approximately
uniformly distributed across the winding, can be found from:

Hy,windings =
I

2π(l − 2tcore)

∫ x2

x1

xdx

x2 + y2

=
I

4π(l − 2tcore)
ln
x2

1 + y2

x2
2 + y2

(4)

Figure 4: Equivalent magnetic circuit models for the considered airgap
arrangements.
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Figure 5: Equivalent winding arrangement with all reflected windings

where
√
x2

1 + y2 and
√
x2

2 + y2 are the distances of the two
ends of each winding, and l − 2tcore is the width of the
winding. As also shown in Fig. 5, reflection of the 4 winding
layers across the I segment of the core is approximated by a
single equivalent layer carrying 4I current. This simplifying
assumption is justified by the fact that the I-core mirrored
layers are relatively far away from the points of interest at the
top surface of the windings. The y direction of the H-field is
taken into account in (4).

Finally, the total field in the y-direction, Hresultant, can
be obtained as the sum of the fringing fields in (1) and the
H-fields due to the winding currents in (4).

B. Optimization of orthogonal airgaps

The conduction loss per unit length for a thin rectangular
conductor is [12]:

P ∝ H2
y (5)

For an orthogonally-gapped inductor, the optimization problem
takes the form

minimize
g1,g2,∆g

∫ l−tcore

tcore

H2
y (g1, g2,∆g, x)dx

subject to 2g1 + g2 = 2g1,conv

(6)
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Figure 6: Optimization of gap lengths based on the perpendicular component
of H-field.

where 2g1,conv is the gap length in the conventional structure
of Fig. 2(a). The equidistant gap placement ∆g = (Wc + l)/2
is the best choice, resulting in symmetrical field cancellation
on the conductor edges. To examine the effects of changing
gap lengths g1 and g2, g1 is varied, and the quantity of interest
ΣH2

y is plotted in Fig. 6 for the top winding layer.
For the case study example, the optimum gaps are:

g1 = 0.245 mm; g2 = 0.38 mm; ∆g = 10.9 mm (7)

One may note how the analytical approach yields relatively
simple design optimization.

With all the parameters selected, the perpendicular H field
Hresultant = Hp1,y −Hp2,y −Hh1,y +Hy,windings is plotted
in Fig. 7(c) for the orhogonally-gapped inductor design. For
comparison, Hresultant = Hp1,y − Hp2,y + Hy,windings and
Hresultant = Hh1,y + Hy,windings are also plotted for the
conventional (perpendicular) airgaps and for the parallel airgap
cases in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively. It can be observed
that the H field distribution is substantially more uniform
using the orthogonal gaps compared to the conventional and
the parallel airgap arrangements.

It should be noted that the analytical approach does not
take into account the proximity effects, and the H field due
to the copper windings in the other window. Not considering
very high frequencies, where these effects would be more
pronounced, the presented model can be considered suffi-
ciently accurate, as illustrated by the good match between
the analytical results and the results of 2D finite-element
simulations using Ansys Maxwell, which are overlaid in Fig. 7.

Figures 8 and 9 show 2D simulation results for the H
field and the current density in the three cases considered.
For the conventional airgap arrangement, the numerically
calculated inductance is 8.52µH and the ac resistance is
Rac = 44 mΩ. Figure 9(a) illustrates how current crowding at
the two conductor edges is the main reason behind increased
ac resistance in the conventional structure. The peak current
density is |J |max = 14.8 MA/m

2.
For the parallel airgap case, the numerically calculated

inductance is 8.32µH, and the ac resistance is Rac = 46 mΩ,
which is slightly higher compared to the conventional airgaps,
although the peak current density is reduced to |J |max =
5 MA/m

2. This is because the parallel gap must be longer to

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Comparison of analytical and 2D FEM simulation results for the
distribution of the H field component perpendicular to the windings in the
planar inductor with (a) conventional airgaps, (b) parallel airgaps, and (c)
orthogonal airgaps.

obtain the same inductance. As a result, as shown in Fig. 9(b),
current crowds over a wider portion in the middle of the
winding layer, thus making the effective ac resistance larger.

Figure 9(c) shows how the current density is much more
uniform with the orthogonally gapped core. Some current
crowding still occurs at the edges, with a maximum current
density of |J |max = 7 MA/m

2, but the ac resistance drops
to Rac = 23 mΩ, which corresponds to 48% reduction in
ac winding losses compared to the conventionally gapped
structure, while the inductance remains approximately the
same, 8.2µH.

Table I summarizes 2D finite element simulation results
for the three considered airgap arrangements in terms of the
maximum current density and the ac resistance at two different
frequencies: 100 kHz and 250 kHz.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8: H field distribution in the planar inductor with (a) conventional
airgaps, (b) parallel airgaps, and (c) orthogonal airgaps.

Table I: Comparison of maximum current density and ac resistance in the
inductor with (a) conventional airgaps, (b) parallel airgaps, and (c) orthogonal
airgaps.

Airgap arrangement fs [kHz] |J |max [MA/m2] Rac [mΩ]
Conventional
Fig. 2(a)

100 8.6 28.7
250 14.8 44.1

Parallel
Fig. 2(b)

100 3.5 31.1
250 5.0 46.2

Orthogonal
Fig. 2(c)

100 4.0 15.1
250 7.0 23.8

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

An experimental prototype of the orthogonally-gapped in-
ductor is shown in Fig. 10(b). Another inductor is made using
the same PCB windings and the same core size, but with the
conventional airgaps, as shown in Fig. 10(a). The inductor
parameters are summarized in Section III. These inductors are
used in a SiC-based 8 kW synchronous Buck converter oper-
ating at 250 kHz with 50% duty ratio. To verify the predicted

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9: Current density in the planar inductor with (a) conventional airgaps,
(b) parallel airgaps, and (c) orthogonal airgaps.

Figure 10: Planar inductor prototypes using EILP 64 core set with (a)
conventional airgaps, and (b) orthogonal airgaps.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Comparisons of (a) total measured converter losses in the proto-
types with conventional airgaps (blue), and with orthogonal airgaps (red), and
(b) experimentally measured loss difference (blue), and analytically predicted
loss difference (red).

loss reduction, the converter is operated unloaded, with input
voltage varying from 200 V to 400 V. The inductor current
has a triangular shape with zero dc bias and a peak value
proportional to the input voltage. The total converter loss as a
function of inductor RMS current is compared in Fig. 11(a) for
the conventionally-gapped inductor and for the orthogonally-
gapped inductor. Since all other losses are approximately
the same, the experimentally-measured loss difference can
be used to estimate the reduction in ac winding losses. The
experimental results confirm more than 45% inductor loss
reduction in the orthogonally-gapped inductor. Furthermore,
the predicted difference in ac resistance calculated by 2D
FEM simulations are listed in Table I, and the experimentally
obtained differences are plotted in Fig 11(b), demonstrating a
close match.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A simple orthogonal-gap technique is proposed to reduce
effects of fringing fields in high-frequency inductors. The
approach can be applied to various magnetic structures, and
amounts to distributing airgaps between core segments per-
pendicular to the windings and segments parallel with the
windings. In a planar inductor, the perpendicular airgaps are
added conventionally, simply by inserting a spacer between
planar core segments. A 1D analytical approach [10] is applied
to derive the H-field distribution and optimize the gap lengths.
As a case study, a planar inductor is designed for an 8 kW SiC-
based buck converter operating at 250 kHz. 2D finite element

simulations along with experimental results are provided to
compare the airgap arrangements, and to verify more than 45%
reduction in ac winding losses using the orthogonal airgaps
compared to a conventional design.
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